Daily Incident/Fire Log

March 20, 2012 – 12:30am Report # 12-123 – PROPERTY DAMAGE – SOUTH CAMPUS GARAGE. An UMSL officer on patrol discovered two parked vehicles with broken windows in the South Campus Garage, upon contact with the owners it was determined that a pair of jeans and a suitcase were stolen from the vehicles. Value $75 Disposition: Investigation continuing.

March 20, 2012 – 6:15pm Report #12-124 – SUSPICIOUS PERSON- MARK TWAIN GYM. UMSL Police responded to a report of a suspicious person in Mark Twain gym, upon contact it was determined the person had an outstanding warrant from St. Louis County. The non-UMSL affiliated man was taken in to custody and released to St. Louis County Police. Disposition: Cleared by arrest.

March 20, 2012 – 10:00pm Report # 12-125 – FOUND PROPERTY-TJ LIBRARY. A car key with remote was turned in to UMSL Police. Disposition: Held for safekeeping.